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Abstract
The modes of international sourcing entry strategies still an unusual research topic in International Business. The
different entry modes still not well investigate in the literature. The increase in the research related with Global
Sourcing reveal the importance to deeply investigate this subject. Recent research investigated the International
Purchasing Offices as part of Global Sourcing. Other modes of international sourcing entry modes still not
analyzed with the Global Sourcing and International Sourcing approaches. This article aims to investigate how the
conceptual models of Global Sourcing and the modes of international sourcing entry strategies can be integrated. A
literature review was made in order to develop this analysis. As a result, we present a set of entry modes that can be
related with international sourcing and another list related with Global Sourcing. Though this article is limited by
its theoretical approach, the model proposed here could be used to an empirical research.
Keywords: internationalization, sourcing operations management, global strategy, global sourcing
1. Introduction
The identification of the possibility to gain competitive advantages while adopting Global Sourcing has lead
companies to re-structure their activities of sourcing internationalization. Changes in the global business
environment and competitiveness, the introduction of new technologies, as well as the experiences of the
companies, starting from the 1980s, have influenced these processes of re-structuration (Shet & Sharma, 1997).
The incorporation of a more comprehensive and integrated vision for the area emerged in this new competitive
process. It is leading the companies to search not only for lower sourcing costs, but access to new technologies,
flexibility, reduction of the dependency on suppliers, anticipation of materials for developing new products, and
even the establishing of the presence of the purchasing company in global markets (Monczka & Trent, 1991;
Bozarth, Handfield & Das, 1998; Cho & Kang, 2001; Christopher, 2002; Jin, 2004; Agndal, 2006; Harris, 2006;
Knudsen & Servais, 2007; Dutton, 2008). Trent and Monczka (2003a) realized that adopting Global Sourcing,
simply while making international purchases, allows the development of better relationships with suppliers and
the increase of communication flows between the companies.
The definition of Global Sourcing as a strategic orientation for searching and monitoring global suppliers, as
well as an efficient management through integration and coordination of the activities related with functional
areas and local units of business (Nunes, Vieira & Antunes Júnior, 2013) show that this practice is related to a
strategic approach, and not a simple search for international suppliers. Trent and Monczka (2003) developed a
scale through which we can identify that the internationalization of the supply area represents a process of
widening the involvement of the company with the international market and the relevance given by the company
to this area, starting from the national purchases until the implementation of Global Sourcing.
The relationship with the sourcing companies has been one of the challenges identified in the management of the
activities of Global Sourcing. These relationships are gradually built, based on the development of trust
relationships overtime (Salmi, 2006), as well as on the tightening of personal ties (Ghauri, Tarnovskayaand &
Elg, 2008). The formalization of relationships between the companies must be established (Bozarth, Handfield &
Das, 1998), which leads to the need for a further approximation with the global suppliers. Consequently, the
presence of the purchasing company in the sourcing market started to be considered as part of the sourcing
strategy. Benefits related to the direct interface with local suppliers, governments, and local communities have
been identified (Goh & Lau, 1998; Carbone, 2002; Pedersen, 2004, 2004b; Bendorf, 1998).
Harris (2006) states that the presence of the purchasing company abroad can take place in various ways, which
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gradually represent the increase of the local involvement. According to the author, the companies started this
process with the use of intermediaries, and only after this, an International Procurement Office (IPO) was installed.
According to Mulani (2008), IPOs represent the preferred alternative by the companies to incorporate new
suppliers in global sourcing chains. Harris (2006) highlights the relevance of these units for searching
opportunities related with technology and production. As it was noticed by Akesson, Jonsson, and Edanius-Hallas
(2007), the direct purchase from international suppliers allows for greater flexibility and productive control and,
especially in geographically further markets, the local presence through an IPO contributes to achieve these
benefits.
Studies as Sartor (2006) and Nassimbeni and Sartor (2006) have investigated how the companies are conducting
the process of opening IPOs. However, the alignment of this unit with the global strategy of the company is not
considered. Studies relating other forms of sourcing entry strategies were not found. In the last two levels of the
Trent and Monczka’s model (2003), when the companies actually adopt a strategic posture for the area of
international sourcing, they started to integrate the activities of purchasing in global units interconnected with all
the other units. However, the presence in the sourcing country is not considered in this model. In the model
proposed by Arnold (1999), orientations for this aspect are not made.
Under the perspective of the international business area, the relationship between Global Sourcing and the
sourcing modes strategies need more investigation. When observing Trent and Moczka’s model (2003), the
opening of an IPO seems to be related with the levels IV and V of internationalization of the supply area, while the
use of an intermediate may be related with the levels II e III, where the adoption of Global Sourcing is not
considered yet.
In parallel, it is possible to observe that the studies on internationalization of companies traditionally investigate
the perspective of the local presence focusing on offering (sales). Studies of entry modes traditionally approach
strategies as export, licensing, joint venture, and direct external investments (Osland, Taylor & Zou, 2001).
Although studies as Harris's (2006) inform that there are different forms of presence in sourcing markets, these
forms have not been investigated inside an approach of companies' internationalization. Actually, Sartor et al.
(2014) state that the appropriate selection of the entry mode in sourcing markets is an essential aspect for the
management of the complexity of the activities of international sourcing. This situation occurs due to the cultural
heterogeneity, the presence of multiple actors, relationships with different and distant interlocutors, and unfamiliar
business rules and behaviors to the companies. In this context, the presence of the purchasing company in the
country of the supplier can be a solution to minimize these difficulties.
More recent research on the presence of the purchasing company in the sourcing market (Sartor et al., 2014; Jia et
al., 2014; Jia et al., 2014a) reflects an effort of a collaborative research developed by Chinese and European
academics, aiming the study of the installation of IPOs by Western companies in China. The first part of this study,
represented through Jia et al. (2014) consists a literature review about the topics Global Sourcing and IPOs in the
last 20 years. One of the indications of future perspective of research refers to the need for widening the study of
different entry modes in the country of the supplier (sourcing entry modes). The installation of an IPO may
represent one of the stages of internationalization of the supply area and. As Jia et al. (2014a) observed, this unit
can present different functions, what enables its classification with different names. Besides, Jia et al. (2014)
recommend that studies considering the presence of the company in the sourcing market and models of
internationalization of the sourcing activity to be developed as dynamic functions, or as an evolutionary process.
The concept of Global Sourcing presents studies that reveal this perspective, as the one proposed by Trent and
Moczka (2003). This perspective was employed by Jia et al. (2014a) to analyze the IPOs, but the more
comprehensive vision of the presence in the sourcing market through other forms, as well as through strategic
partners, was not used in the study. Trent and Monczka (2003) highlighted that the selection of the appropriate
sourcing entry modes is essential to manage the complexity of the international sourcing activities due to the
participation of several actors, increasing the quantity of relationships, business models, and different cultural
patterns.
These gaps identified in the literature represent opportunities of research. Thus, this study questions: How is it
possible to integrate the conceptual models of Global Sourcing with the modes of International Sourcing
Strategies?
It is important to highlight that most of the literature regarding modes of international sourcing entry strategies and
especially IPOs can be considered as “grey literature’, especially practitioner-oriented articles. Sartor et al. (2014)
presented a literature review that revealed this situation. As the authors suggest, more research is required on an
academic basis. While their complementary works (Jia et al., 2014; Jia et al., 2014a) only investigate the IPOs, we
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argue to coonsider the Intternational Souurcing Entry S
Strategies as a bbroader perspeective to establish the presen
nce at
the sourcinng market and try to integratte it to the theoory related withh the strategic approach of G
GS.
This articlee presents a theoretical invesstigation on Gllobal Sourcing and the presennce of the purcchasing company in
the sourcinng market. Thiis constitutes thhe basis for the developmentt of an integratting theoreticaal model, which
h can
be used latter to conduct empirical reseearches on the topic.
2. Global Sourcing
S
(GS) started to be iinvestigated inn the late 19800s. One of the first researche
ers to
The activitty of Global Sourcing
characterizze this activity as a strategic pperspective of the supply area in the internaational contextt was Arnold (1
1989,
1999). Acccording to thiss author, GS shhould be charaacterized by thee making of soourcing operations in the extternal
market andd by the manaagerial orientattion for the deevelopment off opportunitiess in heterogeneeous environm
ments,
with the iddentification annd overcomingg of the difficuulties inherent to these opporrtunities. The m
model propose
ed by
Arnold (19989, 1999), evven though it rrepresents the different choicces that the coompany can m
make related to their
internationnal sourcing strategy,
s
is resstricted to the analysis of ttwo dimensionns. It does not reflect the entire
e
magnitudee of the variables that a company needs to consider to inteernationalize thheir sourcing acctivities. It doe
es not
even consiider the strateggic level that m
must be appliedd to this decisioon.
Although tthe simplicity of the conceptt, it was used aas reference in the initial studdies of GS, succh as Smith (1999),
Li, Murrayy, and Scott (22000), Trent aand Monczka (2003, 2003a)), Overby andd Servais (20055), Gelderman
n and
Semeijn (22006), Quintenns, Pauwels, annd Matthyssenss (2006), Knuddsen and Servaais (2007), Harrtmann, Trautm
mann,
and Jahns (2008), Steinle and Schiele ((2008), and Trrautamann, Baals, and Hartmaann (2009).
Accordingg to Monczka and Trent (19991), there wass a lack of studdies showing hhow companiees could adoptt GS.
Although tthe concept off Arnold (19899) had identifieed a strategic nnuance to the aactivity of GS, more research
h was
required too identify the differences
d
bettween a non-sstrategic internnational purchaase and GS strrategy. The original
model prooposed by Monnczka and Trennt (1991) had four phases. P
Phase 1 repressents the comppanies that perrform
only domeestic purchasess. In Phase 2, tthere are thosee companies w
who buy abroad only by neceessity. In these
e two
phases, thee companies frrame a reactivee posture in relation to GS; w
while in the neext phases, a prroactive stance
e will
be seen. P
Phase 3 is charracterized by ccompanies thatt had incorporrated internatioonal purchasinng in their sourcing
strategy. P
Phase 4 represeents the compaanies that madee the integratioon of the overaall sourcing.
GS strateggies must invvolve, accordinng to Kotabee and Murray (2004), the identification of units, insiide a
corporation, that will perform each aactivity, as weell as the estaablishment of interfaces bettween the area
as of
Research aand Developm
ment, Operationns and Marketting in a globaal scale. Thesee aspects are iincorporated in
n the
improved model of Trennt and Monzkka (2003). This second versiion can be considered an evvolutionary model,
m
according to Jia et al. (20014a).
The first pproposed modeel, even thouggh it fulfilled a number of liimitations of tthe previous sttudies, still did
d not
address inn detail all thee complexitiess of international sourcing. Monczka andd Trent (2003)) reformulated
d this
structure w
with a survey of
o 162 respondents and the sttudy of 10 casees, proposing aas a result a new
w five-level model,
m
presented at Figure 1.

Figure 1. The process oof sourcing intternationalizattion (Trent andd Monczka, 2003)
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By becoming part of the corporate strategy, international sourcing activities can change the relationship of the
purchasing company and its suppliers. As identified by Schmitz and Knorringa (2001), in some situations, there
may be a change in the structure of the supply chain. The definitions for the product to be sourced can be so
specific that the supplier only produces “tailored” to a global customer.
The Levels 4 and 5 comprise what the authors call as “global sourcing.” It differs from the previous levels by the
increased complexity, as they include the proactive integration and coordination, similarity of materials, processes,
design, engineering, and site operations. At these levels, the companies no longer need to be just trading partners to
become active members that operate in a supply chain. Even if the company adopts the Level V, with the
coordination of their purchases being made by a unit of the group, it is noteworthy that the benefits from this
strategy may not be achieved if the company does not have an appropriate structure to assist the release and receipt
of materials in different countries.
In none of the studies of the strategic perspective of global sourcing, an investigation of the perspective of the
modes of international sourcing entries was identified and, more specifically, with the presence of the purchasing
company in the sourcing market. The modes of international sourcing entry strategies are investigated in the
sequence.
3. Modes of International Sourcing Entry Strategies
According to Rajagopal and Bernard (1993), there are four stages in the internationalization of strategic
procurement. The first is the domestic purchasing, when firms purchase in the domestic market although this may
involve purchasing foreign produced goods through local sources. The second is the experimental involvement,
when firms “recognize that benefits can arise from external sourcing, but where (as yet) they do not perceive the
advantages to be sufficiently great to warrant systematic search and involvement” (Rajagopal & Bernard, 1993:
48). The active involvement is the third type and includes the firms taking a proactive stance in searching for
sources and materials on an international basis, including the establishment of purchasing groups, overseas
purchasing offices or the subsidiaries to establish purchasing contracts. The fourth stage is the committed
involvement when firms develop global information networks on a self-motivating basis, rather in response to
specific request, while displaying a willingness to be flexible in the implementation of procurement strategies.
Based on these stages and through the adaptation of Rugan et al.'s (1988) work, Rajagopal and Bernard (1993)
presented a continuum based on the depth of the involvement in foreign sourcing market and time, to present five
modes of international sourcing entry strategies. The “Local Sourcing” is the first mode and represents the
domestic purchasing company that may source goods produced abroad, but purchases them through local
representatives. The second is the “Import via agents or distributors,” which is, like a simple offshore purchasing,
similar to an arms-length relationship between independent purchasers and sellers. In this stage, supply can be
procured through domestically located intermediaries (import via agents or distributors within the domestic market)
– indirect import; or it can be procured through the intermediaries in the foreign market – direct importing. The
“Import through subsidiaries and/or own representatives” represents the third stage, when firms tend to use
subsidiaries or other corporate units for international sourcing assistance, especially when there is an increased
need for information and expanded levels of international procurement activities. The forth is the “Establish IPO”
focused on function and region that purchase parts, components and manufacturing, and product development
services for their plants worldwide. The last stage is the “Integrated and coordinated global sourcing through
Direct Investment” that involves the worldwide integration and coordination of a firm’s procurement requirements
with the main objective to maximize the purchasing advantage of the firm on a global basis.
The use of intermediaries has been identified in several studies, as the one by Akesson, Jonsson, and
Edanius-Haltas (2007). The authors identified that making direct purchases from suppliers in the global market is
the most used option by the manufacturing companies, given that this is how it is possible to obtain more flexibility
and control, with the best approximation with the production operations. Although this is the most used form, the
study identified also the use of intermediaries and agents, especially in geographically more distant markets.
The use of intermediaries, as trading companies, is one of the forms of presence of the purchasing company in the
sourcing market that can occur through intermediaries. Harris (2006) highlights that, in this case, the intermediary
usually assumes the attributions of negotiation between the parts, besides conducting the operational procedures.
This author affirms that this is often an initial form of internationalization of the supply area, which precedes the
use of a representatives of the purchasing company in the sourcing market. This representative can include the
establishment of an IPO or not. Nassimbeni and Sartor (2006) identified that it usually starts with an employee of
the company sent to be the purchase representative, who, besides doing this work, also becomes the responsible for
structuring the IPO. A third way, identified by Harris (2006), is attributing the responsibility of Global Sourcing to
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the purchase area of one of the units of the company, located in the sourcing country of interest by the company.
This unit starts to support the other purchase units in the activities with that market, by giving the company
conditions to take advantage of the best opportunities available in a specific market regarding technology and
production.
Goh and Lau (1998) define IPO as a purchasing office abroad established to purchase components, parts, pieces,
and other industrial inputs to be used by productive plants globally located. Nassimbeni and Sartor (2006) show
that, following this concept, an IPO can be an isolated unit, only made for this end, or an office inside a subsidiary
established abroad with their own resources or in partnership (joint venture). Considering the knowledge already
developed about Global Sourcing, we must add to the concept of IPO that this unit should not be restricted only to
components and other items feeding a production line, since final products are also the focus of activities of Global
Sourcing nowadays (Nunes, Vieira & Antunes Júnior, 2013).
Studies related with IPOs are recent, as noticed by Sartor et al. (2014). Although the initial efforts have emerged in
the 1990s (Goh & Lau, 1998), they were intensified throughout the 2000s (Pedersen 2004, 2004a, 2004b, 2004c;
Bendorf, 1998; Avery 2002, 2002a). Aiming at aspects such as attribution of an IPO, its location, costs, benefits,
problems, management of people and organizational structure, there is still a gap about the relation between the
strategic involvement of the supply area, through the adoption of Global Sourcing, and the presence of the
purchasing company abroad, whether through an intermediary or having their own structure. Although this relation
is not clear yet, it is possible to identify that the entry of the company in the purchasing market can contribute to the
success of the Global Sourcing.
Regarding the IPOs, when reviewing the literature on the topic, Nassimbeni and Sartor (2006) identified that, once
they are established, the IPOs have been performing functions of operational support, quality control of suppliers,
selection, and development of suppliers, reduction of the cultural distance, and cooperation in the activities of
development of new products. Among the benefits resulting from opening an IPO, companies have obtained price
reduction, higher levels of quality control, cultural distance reduction, risks reduction, elimination of
intermediaries, establishment of direct relationship with the suppliers, establishment of relationships with the local
government and the business community, facility in the management of great volumes, faster problem solving, and
better coordination of all the activities abroad (Nassimbeni & Sartor, 2006). Despite these benefits, problems with
managing people, cost with managing the unit, cultural issues, need of high minimal, annual volumes of purchase,
support from the superior management of the company, location, and even with suppliers distant from the IPO
have been observed (Nassimbeni & Sartor, 2006).
Jia et al. (2014a) highlight that IPOs must be constituted inside the logic of dynamic and evolutionary models. The
authors identified five types of IPOs based on the breadth and depth of the activities of IPOs and the strategic
importance to the parent company. The first two are considered as “International Sourcing Office – ISO” and are
responsible to collect sourcing market intelligence, search, audition, and selection of suppliers, and basic quality
control. It can be an independent, intermediary trading company or an intermediary plants/sale office, called
“Intermediary ISO,” or an in-house purchasing office, reporting to corporate purchasing department, called
“In-house ISO.” Based on the increase of the purchases, the authors identified that more responsibilities may be
given to the ISO, related with duties after suppliers are qualified, order fulfilment, logistics/shipping, and quality
control/inspection, so that it can become an IPO. According to them, there are two types of IPOs: an IPO focusing
on serving global plants through exports (E-IPO), and an IPO serving both global and local plants (E&L-IPO). The
last type is the “Overseas Corporate Purchasing Organization – O-CPO” that covers all the supply functions of an
HQ-based CPO, but it is located overseas. It takes overall responsibility for making global sourcing policy and
coordinating the relationship between the supply base and other departments, leads R&D projects, and sometimes
provides sales support and manages operations in the host country.
4. Proposed Model
Based on the previous literature, and using the types of involvement proposed by Rajagopal and Bernard (1993),
we analyzed the types of sourcing proposed of Rajagopal and Bernard (1993), Harris (2006) and Jia et al.
(2014a). To integrate the literature review, Figure 3 also includes the proposal of Arnold (1989) and, Trent and
Monczka (2003) to understand the concept of GS and its strategic characteristic.
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Fiigure 2. Theorretical review iintegration
Through tthe literature investigation,
i
it was also possible to ideentify which eentry modes can be related with
Internationnal Sourcing annd which oness are related wiith Global Souurcing (Figure 3).

Figure 3. M
Modes of interrnational sourccing entry strattegies

Figure 3. M
Modes of interrnational sourccing entry strattegies
Considerinng the previouus studies, it iss important too highlight thatt the “Import through subsidiaries and/or own
representaatives” was deefined by Rajaagopal and Beernard (1993) as an Active Involvement and, following
g the
literature rreview, we re-cclassified it as an “Experimeental Involvem
ment” level.
5. Final C
Considerationss
In order too investigate how it is possibble to integratee the conceptual modes of G
GS and the moddes of internattional
sourcing entry strategies, a literature reeview was madde. The list of eentry modes reelated with Inteernational Sourcing
includes thhe Indirect annd Direct Impport via agentts or distributoors, and the uuse of intermediaries – Tra
ading
Companies. The entry modes
m
related w
with GS includde ISO, IPO, annd O-CPO.
Considerinng that the idenntification of tthe modes of international soourcing entry sstrategies was made based on the
literature rreview, an emppirical work muust be developped to test this ssegmentation. Before that, ann exploratory study
s
to identifyy the existence of other entryy strategies is ssuggested. As tthis is a new toopic at the Inteernational Business
literature, and some of the
t available liiterature sourcces can be connsidered “old,”” it is possible to assume tha
at the
empirical eenvironment may
m have deveeloped differennt strategies thaat were not ideentified here.
This article represents thhe first effort oof a research thhat aim to idenntify the entry modes that arre being adopte
ed by
companiess to develop thheir sourcing sttrategy.
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